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AWS To Announce
Green Day ’Jack’
Tonight at Dance
The "wearing of the green"
Ivill predominate everywhere tomorrow because it’s March 17, St
Patrick’s Day. The more festive
activities, however, will carry
right on through tomorrow evening
The "Jack o Clubs" dance
is being held then at the San
Jose Women’s Club. The dance
sponsored by the A44ociated Women Students, will carry out an
Irish theme to make the day cornplete.
Six men on campus are running for the title of "Jack o’. Clubs"
and the winner will be announced
at the dance. Dale McPherson,
Ralph Parker, "Corey" Reese,
Al Walburg, Ray Freeman and
Al Behr are the contestants.
Another feature of the dance
Is a reverse invitation proceedure. Since it is Leap Year again,
the girls take the men. They vote
for the "Jack" they !ant as they
buy their bids to the affair. The
bids, $1.50 each, will remain on
sale today until 2:30 p.m. in the
Outer Quad
The dancers’ music will be furnished by Bob Russell’s band.
The time set for the dance Is
from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m. The San
Jose Women’s Club is located at
73 S. Ilth St.
Heading the various committees
for the dance is Kay Daly, chairman. Elaine’ Perry is taking care
of decorations while Pat O’Connell heads the coronation committee. Pat Meams is handling the
oefrestenents Mod Joan Healy,
bids.

’Yonkers’ Comedy
In Final Showing
Tomorrow Night
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Froln,"Sophs Vie
For Mixer Honors
Classes To Compete
For Plaque Tonighi
’March Madness’

G. B. Shaw’s Nay
Caesar, Cleopatra
Opens Wednesday

IN DRESS REHEARSAL for the coming Speech and Drama Department’s presentation of "Caesar and Cleopatra" are a lain
of SJS student thespians. The play, written by George Bernard
Shaw, will open in the Studio Theater Wednesday. March 21 and
photo by lentils.
continue the next evening.

-;.orge Bernard Shaw, will be
resented by the SOS Speech and
-irarna Department March 21 and
22 in the Studio TiMtater at 815
p.m.
as, the Spec
Tickets are on sat,’
and Drama DeparThient offics
Room 100.
The preductinn lv under V c
direction of Leslie Robinson, graduate student and sets are beim
designed by Wither* lames, graduate
student.
are
n
o5and
risets
eh
and James are working on
with
the ptay in conjunetken
their
MA degrees.
production
of
"Coelho.
and
This
Cleopatra" is the MA joint master’s thesis proiectl Witer staged
by the Drama Department. The
master’s project is usually pei formed singly by either a student director or a student designer.
The cast is led be Ivan Paulsen as Caesar and Sylvia drone
as Cleopatra Paulsen. a new SJS
student this year, has already
appeared in "A Midsummer
Night’s Drearf" and "Each in
His Own Way." Miss Cirone has
played leads in many former
Speech and Drama Department ,
productions.
Others in the cast are Kenneth
Rugg, Pothinus; Joseph Markham, Brittanus; Fred Hare, Tile.,
dotus; Ronald Stokes, Appolocierus; Celeste McAdam, Ftatatee- ,
ta and Richard Wilson, Rufio.

s I osin.
(’lase
7 ill stage their "March Madnessulster in the Women’s Gym from
7 to II o’clock.
The two lower classes will corn’etc for the much coveted mixer
slaque. Points based on atten!arise, participation, and spirit
will be awarded to the classes.
The one having the most points
will get the plaque
According to Chuck Miller
and Lavonne Grimes, dance cochairmen, the "Mad Hatter"
con’est has caught 011. and the
student la ith the craziest hat
will be awarded a secret prize.

Al Behr will be the master of
erCM0111Pc St the affair
From 7 to 8 o’clock games will
be played ss ttli competition between the classes There will he
tug of war contest. an orangepasing event, a necktie tying cOnteat. ard a four- legged race
At 8 o’clock the entertainment will begin The Freshman
Class will put on an ".tlice ii
Wonderland" stor) elth vi hat
hillier states will have a peculiar miss which should Interest

FIVE FRESHMAN CI.ASS VIF:MitERs bold up two plaques, one
real, the other an imitation of the original which they stole from
the Sophomore (lass sometime last seek. lift to right are (buck
Miller. a dance co-chairman; Jan Pearson, Donna Acuff, and Dick
Robinson. Sitting is Rob Foy. Tonight the Freshmen will be not
to legally obtain the important plague when the two classes square
off in the "March Madness" mixer in the Wonien’s Gym.
photo by Dena&

The final two performances of
the Speech and Drama Department’s production of "The Merchant of Yonkers," by Thornton Wilder will be presented tonight and tomorrow night at 8:15
o’clock in the College Theater.
"The Merchant of Yonkers" is
a farce comedy involving a matchStarting at 10 o’clock this moi making widow and an elegible
ing and continuing until 8 p in
merchant. The play stresses the
By Crary Butler
students and faculty members are .
The numher it office seekers tor the May ASB election did not
theme that "money is everything "
line of Ludwig van Beethoven’s earliest compositions, using tlw invited to view the various ex- appear overwhelming as only 10 students --all declared candidates-The production is based on a
century old script by Johann full symphony orchestra, ripened the San Jose State Symphony Orche,- hibits on display in the Aeronau- turned out for the special election meeting held yesterday in the
tice Department accoriiing to Tho- Stutt
Nestroo. Austrian playwright. 44+4’004
40Ir 4441illOrm4tttighl eeneert . .
. .
mas Leonerci, head sjil)lestlepartIt was orientally staged on
to
Prone.
Ll--1,1ƒ13 pr::sident. and 1:4oh IIC:1:iesr,’ehref lust’s;
immature
for
Oeethoven,
the
-Overture
Alihnugli
Broadevay in 1938 under the thews" Op. 43, has endured the test of time and is heard often today ment.
of the Student Court, expressed
Both
reciprocating
and
jet
endirection of Max Reinhardt.
a
ilisappnintmeot at the meager
It contains several passages in
liels
gines
will
be
displayed
A
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, associ- which the composer’s later trite
turnout.
;
horsepower
Wright
Cyclone
ate professor of drama, is direct- mphs can be anticipated.
Those present came to hear inc..
the
featured
reciprocating
ing the play
umbent members of the Student
W.
Gibson
Walters,
associate
been
cut
ins.
gine.
A
section
has
The east includes Fred Engelcouncil and court discuss the
music, just back from
the cylinder wall so that the pi: berg, Wayne 1Vard, Donald West, professor of
oobleme, functions and duties
sabbatical
leave,
cona
six-month
can
be
seen.
A
cutaway
mods!
ton
Craig Thush. Frank Davidson.
the ASH offices, from presiof a J-31 jet engine will be used
WA:SHINCIFLOS
Joseph Markham, Robert Gor- ducted the concert before a capaJack H Holland, associate pro- to deseribe the operation of a S. officials hoped today that a dent to class representative
don, Conrad Mendenhall. Ro- city house in the SJS Concert
A short resume of election
fessor of business, spoke to the jet engine.
visit by Prime Minister Jawabert McNamara. Judith Dreads. Hall.
was delivered by
Carburetors, pistons and other harlal Nehru of India might im- Procedure
Dan Live-say gave a trombone senior briefing assembly yester!tilde Katz, Patricia Branch.
Becker to lead off the session.
EliLu Galarza, Patricia Murray, concerto as the second work of day on the topic "Modern Busi- parts of aircraft engines will be prove deteriorating relations be Ile announced that a mimeotween the United States and the graphed copy of the advertising
Nancy Stephens, Barbara Hart- the program, playing the "Fant- ness’ Search for Management."
largest democracy in the Far code would be attached to all
man, Marjorie Dupuy and Dick asy for Trombone and Orchestra,"
East.
by Paul Creston. The audience
Holland told the seniors that the
Thomas.
election petitions, in hopes of
gave him three enthusiastic cur- trend in modern business oflessening such violations this
The
White
Howse
announced
tain calls, despite being irritated fices is to seek out persons who
year.
last
night
that
President
Eisenby the oppressively high temperFollowing Becker’s remarks,
visit
have
a
broad
cultural
background
hower
has
invited
Nehru
to
atirre of the Concert Hall.
the group was broken up into a
him
here
for
the
proThe
date
as
well
as
those
with
the
techCreston is a contemporary Amposed visit was not set and Neh- half dozen sections for discuserican composer making his home nical training necessary for sucru’s reaction was not diselrxsed. sion between present officers and
The Senior Class Council win In New York. He writes in the cess.
hold its regularly scheduled meet- modern style, emphasizing rhyBut diplomatic circles consider- applicants. Present officers who
lead these groups were, class
ing Monday at 3:30 p.m. in SD thm over stich niceties as melody
ed his acceptance likely.
Ile said that the business men
representative, Dick Arington and
128, according to Don Abinante, harmony, and tone color. Ilis ef- call this the "complete man." InA United Press dispatch from I Dale McPherson; representative
class president.
forts are remarkable, however. cluded in this concept are techniNew Delhi said Nehru had ac- ’ at large. Kay von Tillow and Al
Following
the ’reading of when his lack of formal music
cepted the invitation in principle Behr: Student Court. Gary Clarke;
minutes and the financial report, education Is taken into consider- cal training, and understanding
but that dates were not discus- treasurer, Jim Morley: secretariesreports from the chairmen of ation. His style includes the pop- of our cultural heritage and sosed.
Trish Richards and Gloria Brown,
the various committees
be plar use of discord that jazz cial background.
An Indian official said a visit . vice-president, Ray Freeman:
beard.
fans find entertaining.
year
was
extremely
unlike
this
president, Don Hubbard.
Ifollanci said that the well
First report to be heard by the
Karen Kahl was the featured
ly since Nehru has indicated he
council will be that of Al Hahn. performer in the two performances rounded businessman will be one
to
believed
it
would
be
improper
Senior Ball chairman. Hahn will of the orchestra playing "Con- iwith a sense of responsibility, an
visit the United States during
report the progress of the decor- certo No 2 in C Minor for Piano understanding of world economic
an American election campaigo
ations for the ball and the select- and Orchestra," 01). 19, by Scrgei
The administration has ma...
problems, a quality of adaptaing of the band.
R. Rachrnaninoff The three move-no secret of its desire to keep
lit, who plan ti ti!c
Thomas Leonard
a
realization
of
the
imporment work backed the piano with
India, with its 360 million peo- lineations for student body los
.
.
Head
of
Acro
Department
lance
of
research,
spiritual
values
a throbbing melody by the whole
ple. from Slipping into the Com- have only one week In wl.
string section. It was similar to "lel background, knowledge in displayed on benches to facilitate munist orbit_ The recent highly IC) submit them to the ASS
viewing.
the Rachmaninoff work used for all fields.
successful tour of Soviet Pre- [ice. Bob Becker, chief Jinni
One exhibit will show the step- mier Nikolai Bulganin and Coin- ; of the Student Court, reminds
mood music by the male lead in
It was pointed out tlfroughout
fantasy seduction scene from the the speech that all of these fac- -by-step method used in apply- munist party boss Nikita KhrushBecker also reminds students
I recent Marilyn Monroe movie, tors are greatly dependent on ing fabric to aircraft. A similar chev through India caused con- that there are openings for the
will
show
the
construc"The Seven Year Itch." The personality development.
display
rdri,-e. of ASB president, vicesiderable alarm here
tion of a wooden rib used in
melody Was at its haunting richTo counter this, Secretary of p ree ;dent. recording secretary,
movement.
wings
est during the first
Slate John Foster Dulles look corresponding secretary, and
At 11:30 eon in Morris Dailey off on a goodwill tour of the Far I reasurer
The concert was concluded Iv
Rimeky-Korsakoff’s
popAuditorium,
Frank
T.
Coffyn
of
Student court vastancies are
Nicholas
East. Assistant White House Press
Hiller Helicopter Inc. will pre- Secretary Murray Snyder said senior male .onl female justice.
ular concert piece, "Russian Easter Overture." Rimsky-Korsakoff
sent two movies Coffyn made one 17111c.s. extended the President’s Al oi there are openings eir class
To some students. this will of the films himself in 1912 when invitation to Netn-o
New Del- representatives. and male atirt
Is probably most familiar to the
; layman for his "Flight of the come as sad news. The ReitIstra- he flew under the Brooklyn and
femole representative at large
It’s exactly "Five Minutes Bumble Ike," although a jazzed- lion Office announced today the Manhattan bridges. The other
Till Spring" and toda’s eight- ! up orchestration of portions from coming of "Blue Cards," April 10. film is based on Hiller’s fly.Page special edition of the his "Shcherazade" suite was popThe cards are issued to stu- platform.
SPARTAN DAII.Y features arti- ’ ular with disk jockeys about this dents
who are doing below-pascles, pictures and advertising time last year
sing-work. They are not a final
on the many activities of the
grade The cards are a warning
ILIP) -- A
Allen propoeed that the newly
season. Flip the pages and see
SACRAMENTO
te the student that he or she must
the ideas for entertainment.
bill taking a new approach to the created department have indebetter
in
the
future"
sports, fashions and other sea
Tickets for "Nowrooz." the controversial problem of crea- pendent legal counsel. It was
son events.
Iranian
New York to be held tion of a single state water de- such a proposal to forciose the
Dr. Leroy R. Posey Lykeable
1, 8
News
March
30,
will be on sale in the partment was introduced in the Attorney General from water litiProf for the spring issue of
2. 3
Features
Monday and Tues- Assembly yesterday by Assembly- gation that was an important
Outer
Quad
I,N kr, is an assistant professor
1. 5
Fashions
day,
according
to Nasser _Taves- man Bruce Allen (11-San Joeco. factor in blocking passage or a
of physics in the Physical
Ii. 7
Sports
Applications
The Allen bill appeared design- water bill last year
for
the
chairman
of
the affair. The
aeeolnlive
soli.
oeience Department not the office of Student Chairman
1 he Weinberger rieaeure. in a
Next week. as the minutes and
ed
to overcome some of the obof
New
Year
is
beingl
sponsored
Math:mattes Department, it VI a* Public Relations Committee
earlier mea- compromise on this isuc, permitseconds tick off before 1110/ini.
iections
voiced
to
the
will
,
by
the
International
Students
Or
announced today by Or. Carl be accepted until noon
sure by Assemblyman Caspar ted the department to have its
the DAILY sill include special
Wednes- Iganization.
D. Duncan. chairman of the day. Such applications should
features, cartoons and pictures
Weinberger (R-Siiii Francisco). oien house attorneys, but veste I
be
The
semi-formal
affair
will
be
division of natural science.
to get You in the mood for the
Ifiled with the ASS Office in held at the Sainte Claire Hotel but it was likely to draw the final control of litigation in the
I Attorney General
Student Union
approaching season.
1 from 9 p m. to I p.m.
fire of the Attorney General

e
the sophomore.
After entertainment there will
be dancing to an all-freshman
band until 11 p m., when the
mixer plaque is to be presented
to the winning class
Yesterday the Froth posted a
real chalVnge to the Sophomore
Class. Miller said, "The Freshman Class is prepared to %Ohl the
coveted plaque from the imphcr
mores, and since the plaque is
already in the hands of the Frosh,
winning will be a fOrmality designed to display the trensondousi
spirit of the Freehman class"

W. G. Walters Leads Aero Show Only Ten Candidates
Symphony Orchestra Films Today Attend Election Meet
Contest Ends
-

Neh ru v MIT
Hope of U.S.

Seniors Learn New
Business Trend

Seniors To Hold
Meet Monday

ASB Offices Open
For Applications

Blue Cards Due

ISO To Celebrate

Iranian New Year

Wrong Department

P.R. Post Deadline

Allen Proposes Single Water Dept.

Wed nesda
;114141"4.1011111hia too .otikefitt
their literary works to the
lots contest are reminded that
next Wednesday
the deadline,
the English Department announc.
ed yesterday
Original poems. short stories.
or plays, are suitable to enter in
the contest. It is open only to registered SJS students, who have
attended for at least one filev:oUs
semester
Four prizes are normally awarded under each division, (tercet for the play and essay division. Usual first prise Is $38.
With only five clios until nes
deadline. students considering
submitting their works should put
the coming weekend to good tiee
In typing and polishing their
stories, Mrs Patty Gerblick. English Department .secretary, urged
yesterday.
Contest rules. and stipulations
as to the correct form of manuscript, may be obtained from the
English deparhhent office
Entries should be submitted
to the Department office before
5 o’clock Wednesday.
Students desiring to enter material in the Robert Browning
Poetry Prize Contest, are reminded that its deadline is also next
Wednesday.

College Officials
Attend Conference
M.
.
dean of student, and Mrs. Izetta
Pritchard, housing supervisor. attended a northern regional conference or the California Association of Women Deans and Viceprincipals at Rickey’s Studio Inn
during the part weekend.
The theme of the conference
was "Mental health "
Miss Dimmick currently edits
the Association’s
Newsletter.
indille Mrs. Pritchard just completed a term as treasurer of the
group

Deadline Slated
Teather selection tests still he
einem for the last time this
semester. April 21. between 9
and 11 a.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. according to the
Testing Office.
Students planning to take the
tests should make an appointment in the Testing Office.
Room 19, before April 12 Arithmetic fundamentals and interests Mate are those to be given.
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I Hate Spring’ States
A Student; Tells Reasons
1.1.1(41
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SAN REMO
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to be

the Walui sand of Santa Cruz
:dig"
with a cooling refresher ithitched
’soon the sun will be shining , In nty grimy. paw. But this can
!roily, birds will be singing, and lIc’er be Oh, the misery if it an,
I:

is

now

"five

minutes

till ; on

.:le children %yin be gaily chant-
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STUDIO
SUSAN
HAYWARD
IN

’I’ll Cry
Tomorrow"

CYPRESS 4-SS14 I 400 SO.IIRStSfs
7TH fiNAL WEEK
1

Student Achnksit.n Prices

9 15-11 00

50c

CALIFORNIA

THE ATOMIC MAN

SARATOGA
MOIRA SHEARER
Of RED SHOES FAME

_
The Man Who Loved
Redheads"

90c

that

age-old

poem,

At

"Spring

You

I

see,

am in

class until

30 pm. every day of the school
’u’ k. I repeat, EVERY DAY.
..,ere is nothing better than a

’This is

mushroom
cheese

ping

quietly :Iw.ty

like a

sausage

not conclusive

to slipam trapped

I

salami

rat.

I ran iota:tine how I will
Mule like that to wipe out
look at the end of the semester:
y
hopes of beach-time and
a pitiable %% retch, white ’sigh
,inging in the sun. So, in my
arisen pallor, ryes bloodshot
ilously-warped mind,
I
hate
from too much study, lunga
;ng.
mere shadow of ins former self.
I long for the great out-of-

CIMEMASCOPE ’NI ES COLOR! e,

_ Remo’s 3 Jocations.

less students

ƒII.

GUYS AND
DOLLS ’

pepperoni

1

the "woiks-

(Sob!)

Current Songs Show
New Outlook on Life

MAYFAIR
THE YEAR S GREATEST PROGRAM
-All That Heaven Allows"
Jane Wyman - Pa. Hwei.on
0ls3 .
"THE SPOILERS"

ARTISTS
DETINUI

AT LAST . . HERE IT ISTnnmee Witham,
"THE ROSE TATTOO
Surf Lancaster - Anna Maqnoni
- ALSO"Bobby Ware Is Missing"

I 75c

After 4

STUDENTS 90, SAT SUN-HOLIDAYS
AMERICA’S OWN MUSICAL’
THE PICTURE Of THE YEAR’

RICHARD CONE - EDD!E ALBERT
410-VAN ELM - DON TAYLOR
RAY DANTON

SCIENCE FICTION THRILLER
INVASION OF THE
BODY SNATCHERS

11-00-4 03

Like pizza with cheese? .. . with spicy Italian sausages? . .. with anchovies? Whatever your preference, San Remo’s pizza is a real taste
treat guaranteed to melt in your mouth. Stop in at any one of San

the start of this semester,
I had high hopes that my inis sprung, the gras is riz: I wonstructors would show Willie lettder where the flowers is?"
ieno and allow me to occaIn short. everyone will he hap- ! sionally SIIRAk 3Y1A) for some
;Everyone, that is. except me
ssell d
.ed relaxation. Hatt!
I HATE SPRING!
sleepy ex
Beneath
thciriquiet,
Now that your first gasp of
lurk
liendish
mind-.
teriors
horror has ended, let rile 910,11Some call. the roll daily, other,
ify that statement. I have not
Always hated spring. In fact, have arranged seating charts, and
of
(most
diabolical
this is the first year that I have
felt this way. And I think that some profs spring unannounced
"quickie (mines" on their hp
aI havr a good reason to feel
dig

By DICK O’CONNOR
Ah, Spring .

EL RANCHO
"The Blackboard Jungle"
-ALSO-

’LOVE ME OR LEAVE METOWNE
"Cavalleria Rusticana"
_PLUSLA TRAVIATA
BOTH

IN

COLOR

But,

there

is

one

hope

that

me going on, day after day.
rrre faint flicker of chance that
akes my life barely liveable
.vhen Dame Fate fouled up
lite this
-’pying, she forgot to
eeps

a cornffig
out.
Vise

les

job. I

still

have al.

SAN REMO CARA’S
of
LOS ALTOS
(on El Camino)
YOrkshire 7-2570

SAN REMO
of
SAN JOSE
218 Willow
CY 4-4009

SAN REMO
in
FARMERS’ MARKET
HILLSDALE

weekends!

The birds that -,rig in the spring
I

tra-la.

There’s only one thing
wrong ,vith the birds. If they are
aging tra-la and of young people in love, Man. they is nowhere.

CNA

Out in left-field. that is.
do Ls tind a girl,
IAll one has to
romantic spot, a moon,
a

21iCe

... Famous for Fine Fabrics

and all the rest of the trimmings.
The one thing lacking is music.
Torn on the radio and hear the
!ing refrain of -See You I.ater
hgator. After Awhile Croca’.ie" It is possible that in my old

I am unable to connect romance with multi-toothed slippery. slimy, bulging eyed, mam-ƒ-fe

mals but from
the

Authentic

the popularity of

song most of our teenagers-

I clei
Could it he that
of

Ilse

march

in

the world

wedding

Coliengrin’s

will

he

by
"Chain Gang." It might he appropriate at that. "They put

replaced

SEW-IT-1 OURSELF KIT

Ine in the Chain Gang, Chain
(.any. Chain Cane. working and
sweating all day long.After several years of marreed life being a
"Dungaree
Dolt" %%Mir you wash. dust.
iron, cook, wash dishes, get up
with the baby, sweep the floors.
wash

a indows,

0-187%
-Prints!

c nth

What a fashion scoop !
complete KIT only

wood

ork. and a few other things
t Ii A t are
expected to
lie
tillUer7Pd into a short 24 hour
day’. Just turn on the radio and
Ii’ ten
closely
while
Rusty
Draper asks "Are You Satisfied?"
It not live
little no out and
get involved in oft’ of those sit-

6.95

This Norris’ exclusive Swiss KIT contains
EVERYTHING to make the Simplicity dress
shown. Copy this dress exactly with AUTHENTIC cotton challis fabric, Simplicity pattern,
white jumbo ricrac, hand-cut heart pearl but-

uations that Sarah Vaughn sings
about "John’s in lave with Jane,
Jane’s in love with Jim, Jim’s in

tons, thread,

love with me. Ces’t I.a Vie, Ceiet
T.a Vie" This may not by. pracUral solution brit it sounds In-

Dress length

beltingEVERYTHING!
already pre cut and accessories

packaged In cellophane bag. In

r!!-.? ore

ALL SIZES

regular and junior-11 to 18.

LAUNDERETTE SERVICE
SPRING SPECIAL:
2 Tubs Washed &
Dried (not folded)

99c

3 fabric prints ysilobla as shown
ack in S colors block, turquoise,
pink, navy and red.

Hand Ironing
Alterations
1-Day Service
Free Parking

Of course. ’Most everyone
often. Because a few mom’’ - N
ice-cold Coca-Cola refresh
les sparkling with natural goodness,
pure and wholesome - end
naturally friendly to your figure.
Feel like having a Ca.ilccf

10% Diccount
to Students

11011tID IMMO AUTHORITY OP THE COCA COIA COMPANY III

THE COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF SAN JOSE
"Ylia

essioserest Pah mirk.

ft Ma Mt COCA COLA COMPANY

LAUNDRE BRITE
CLEAN RITE
Wtol<

Days 9-6 -

609 S. 1st St.

Sunday 10-3

CY 7-3605

"
268 S. First St.

Oa ?out qt>1

d
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Interviewer Here
From A.F. Base
Cui
Heaton of Edwards A.r
Force Base will be on campus
Friday March 16. to interview
persons seeking hummer or permanent jobs at the base, according to John G. Allen, instructor in
aeronautics.
Heaton will Present a 15 minute film showing the base at
12:30 p.m. in Room 118 in the
Engineering Building He also will
answer questions after the film
Heaton will be in the Placement Office from 1:30 p m. to
4:30 p m. to interview anyone
interested.

SJS Department To Offer Variety
Of Drama, Musical Entertainment
song The

Friday, March 16, 1956

Varsity Quartet sings
By DIANE COXHEAD
Heart," "Blue Stir, ’’ "Autumn
With spring as near as a Haag., Leaves," Jerome Kerns You are "barberahip"; the "Gu)s" sing in
11) HAROLD WILLIAMSON
vein: and the "Metrochirp many types of cultural en- Love." "Stranger in Paradise." the modernspirituals
Can you picture yourself on a
tertainment appear for the student Bob Russell, student director’s ar- nomes" do
Attired in Tuxedos. the glee brithint slope dropping swiftly
rangement of "Gone with the
interested in music and drama.
club sings a varied program pat
down between dark, snow banked
The forthcoming concert in the Wind." ’’Battle Byrn of the Re.
terned after Fred Waring. Some evergreens with the wind in your
1956 series being offered by the public," Victor Herbert’s "Italian
received by the face as you listen to the sibilant
SJS Mus c Department will be Street Song." "Viva L’Amour," of the comments
past performances are hissing of your skis^
’41ven by the newly formed Men’s Richard Rodgers "Oh, What a group in
Or are you the outdoor tape that
Glee Club. The concert, scheduled Beautiful Morning’ Cole Porter’s Victor Joey. actor. "One of the
for March 22, will feature such "So in Love," and selections from finest groups of this kind ever goes only for the quiet of a sunlit
songs as "With a Sung in My ,"Carousel" with special arrange . heard.": Max Baer, "The out. day beside the sparkling blue wament by Gus Lease. director of the standing perfornmare of the tele- ters of a modern pool’
group
thon.": SJS President John T.
Mahe yoo would prefer the sea
Wahlquist, "A magnificent sing- breeze and warm sand of the ocean
According to Thomas Eagan,
associate professor of music. the
ing group. a high calibre of sing. to the warmth of the desert with
last time SJS had a men’s glee
Mg."; John C. Carroll. minister. its gay, sparkling night life.
club was during the school year
"Wonderful program, dynamic
Thoughts like these hate caus.
1929-30. George T. Matthews,
and real."
ed many a student to falter in
By JIM KALLLNBACII
who was a member of the faculty
The SJS A Capprila choir, an
his or her studies. Professors
other accomplished group, presents
San Jose State campus is
until his death in 1947, directed
have been seen gating wis.fully
the process of getting the "new the group which performed both a series of concerts which offer
at the blue outdoors as they leclook "
locally and far afield, traseling students an oppochrlity to listen
ture. The time? Fiae minutes to
For some weeks the campus to Los Angeles to appear on the to a highly rated ebeir group.
Spring. The place? Any class.
Richfield Hour and the Al Pierce
Under the direction of Gibson
grounds have been undergoing
room will do.
a grooming by the gardeners in Show. They also made appear. Walters. the SJS symphony orAnticipating these thoughts, Ira
ances in the Bay Area. Salinas, chestra gives a series of formal
preparation for spring.
vel bureaus stock up on folders
Perhaps you’ve noticed the Paso Rohles and many other concerts in which they perform
paint picturesque and exciting
the standard symphonic repertoire that
spading and weeding that has cities.
pictures of places seemingly far
In
Other
musical
groups
been going on, the pruning of
1930 the Men’s Glee Club was
who pre- off in Never-Never land that ari,
hedges, the planting of new shrub- disbanded and has not been active sent entertainment are the Mu- actually much closer and much
bery, tile thinning of shrubbery until last fall, at which time it was sic Department faculty. the SJS easier to reach.’
p
borders, and the spraying of re-organized.
the Santa
From the vicinity of San Jost
Lease uses six girls with the Clara Symplionette. Also the Sur.
trees.
there are numerous resort areaThe ground keepers also have group in several numbers. He has vey of Music Conrse presents that will recei% e more than their
been busy with the chore of do- I also formed three male quartets I regularly scheduled concerts as share of the student trade dorm.’
which have performed for many , a part of the class procedure.
ing some additional planting.
the Easter season.
The Pegasus Literary socigly groups throughout the area. Each These performances are open to
Ski enthusiasts will he famil,
s and students,
of San Jose has donated seven quartet sings a different type of both
jar with Squaw %.allev. future
Another department which offers
Spartan Floribunda roses, which
under Olympics.
a variety of entertainment is the , site of the 1960
are being planted now.
Drama Department which produces ; To the unfamiliar or once-ayeal
Dr. James DeVoss, former exthat
at least six full-length productions ! skier, it should he captained
ccutive dean, has donated a Dawn
I Squaw Vallea is an ideal spot for
each
year.
Redwood tree, which has been
ring
high elevation skiing. It also
planted in the rear of the chapel. S
en1
boasts a modern lodge with a
An aerifier is now being used
simileck used primarilƒ by pro
113 ( LARK BICArS
to "spike" the lawns. Alexander
to rest in the sun
Spring
said.
brings with it at SJS
after a breatlitaking ski nin on
looks
the
great
It
like spring is just
flurry of social activity,
, one or the many slopes.
around the corner and SJS is beginning with tomorrow’s AWS
Just in case you are won-ir.,I
going to be ready for it.
"Jack 0’ Clubs" dance and endabout expenses, dormitories al-,
ing with the semester’s final big
available to women at a rate of
affair, the Senior Ball.
11) TOM BRt
l’
per day. Men’s rates are $2.50 pi
Almost every organization here
Spring is a time of year and day.
Floral Artist
will go all out to make its spring yet is a feeling, a feeling of
’ A single room with private ball
,ofsfreshness
senw
n
Prepares Your Easter Gift affair the biggest.
and e
of hope. ’ will cost $9 to $11 per day.
Specil cons,1,17on to
Leaving the land of snow and oo
Preachers hope vainly for betNext week AWS gives the
siudervs
ter attendance. Professors hope and travelling in the other direc
spring
activities
5-4934
a
rolling
start
Third and Santa Clam
CT
with Women’s Week featuring an wistfully for more true scholars. bon will bring you back to Sae
aquacade Monday, fashion show, and students hope for better rose. Pass through! From San Jos.
Tuesday. and March Melodies I grades or maybe a "C" minus av- via highway 17 it is approximately
.51) miles to Santa Cruz. Situated
presented
by
the
sororities erage
on the ocean, Santa Cruz offerWednesday highlights the week. I Spring brings freshness Every
tennis. golf, swimming, boatine
March Melodies will be fol.- year the husUand looks for fresh fishing, fine restaurants and casino
lowed April 9 by the Interfrater- clothing bills. the farmer looks games.
, for fresh water, the house needs
gty Council Spring Sing
Feel like going strictly for the
Silver
Sabres
holds
its a fresh coat of paint, and the I night life? Then you’ll he interlargest activity of the year, the coed slaps a fresh boy friend
ested in what Las Vegas has to
!vIilitary Ball. April 20. InterAbove all spring brings a feel- offer: of which, Wilbur Clark’s
spersed w Rhin all these dates ing of newness. A student looks Desert Inn, or the Riviera Hoare %serous formats and dances for new blue earda.’The taxpay- tel are just two of the many fine
held tty. fraternities. sororities er looks for new taxes, the writer hotels found in 1.as Vegas. Ines
and campus groups. Not uncom- looks for new stories, and the pensive trips may he arranged
mon during this period will be administration looks for new through any of the local tratet
small. spontaneous social activ- ways to aid the unsuspecting un- bureaus.
ities near Santa Cruz and othdergraduates
For people wishing a warmer i :I
er resorts which never seem to
reach the college date book.
Spring is the season to ’live it
up’ with all the cash which has
piled up in the group’s treasury
AND CAMERA SHOP
over the year. At this time, the
cash reserve, which has accumulated from parent’s over-payment
of allowances or from the money
left from the $110 received by
GRADUATION
the veterans each month, is spent.
The IFC comes down a bit from
PORTRAITS
the winter formal in San Francisco but it always does it up
right at the annual :Trine dance
-eheduled May 4
One of the largest dances of
41 North First
the college is the Junior Prom,
CY 2-8960
May 5. Along comes Revelries
on May 10, II and 12 and the
seniors have that last fling before graduation and the cold.
cruel world at Adobe Creek
Lodge on Senior Day.
The old grads get in on some
of the spring doings with their
Late for Class"
Alumni Day on April 26. Most
college organizations will hold
Wo Park It For You
celebrations for their alumni in
1,,-,e 1Ij cirri fikrke Servive
conjunction with the college acComplete I. eln I Ion

SJS Groups Plan
Activities

... our matched diamond
bridal ensembles that range
from modest simplicity to
regal splendor. Whichever you
choose, you know that our
thorough knowledge of gems
a_ssures finest quality...at low
est possible prices.

3

NEED LEATHER SUPPLIES?

Beach Comber, Skier or .Swimmer?
Here Are Resort Suggestions for You!

Gardeners Prepare
Campus for Spring

Made for
each other...

SPARTAN DAILY

Springtime Brings pie kh
New Fresh Ideas

mate. Palm Springs offers the hest
in entertainment, living accomodations and sunshine. The many
sports and nightly entertainment
are a steady drawing card of the
world famouv city.
If it’s a lake you’re looking for.
Lake Tahoe offers nearly every
thing the outdoor sportsman could
want. Riding, boating. bathing,
fishing, hunting On season), hiltlog and sight-seeing through historical spots close at hand are just
a few of the many programs of entertainmem offered.
So if a ou’re looking for
snow, try Squaw ’allev. If it’s a
warm climate .ou want, tr. Palm
Springs. On the other hand. if
.ou’re just planning on spend.
jog an easy %aration without
all the fuss and bother of preparing for a trip, Santa Cruz is
your best bet.

S&S LEATHERS
10

D, o,,

rh ASS Cn d

73 E San Fernando St.
7 30

-

500

HAIRCUTS
Flat tops - Crew - Burr

... 5 Barbers ...
For Personalized Service

Make That Next One A
HAIRCUT

CLUB BARBER SHOP
68 E. San Fernando

CRYSTAL CREAMERY

Milk Shakes
Lunches
Short Orders
Close to School

7th and Santa Clara

See CONNIE

PIZZA

at Ow

COLLEGE BOWL

Gimelli

HOLLYWOOD

You il Find a
Complete Stock of
Leather Supplies
at . .

Under New Management
SNACK PIZZA’S 40c
Spaghetti ond Ravioli
Served or to take out

Open Friday

and

Saturday

11

a.m. to 1 a m
CY 7-9961

354 EAST SANTA CLARA

ENGLES & BROWN
Wholesale
Purveyors
of

is Fits. Meats"
Hotels - Restaurants
Institutions
170 Younger Ave

San Jose

CY 7-0895

STUDIO

OPEN MONDAY
THURSDAY ’TH. 9

Let us explain
our six month

budget plan

L

LIFAN
eweter3
od JUNG

N

Since 1904

FIRST & SAN FERNANDO

PARKING
T C P

CLASSIFIEDS

Silva’s Shell
Fourth and ton Fernando
Across from Student Union

FOR RENT

Furnished small apartment and
bath for two girls. Utilities paid
One half block to college. CV
2 1327.
Clean sunny room in priv.,
!Irmo% kitchen privileges. 267 b
12th St
FOR SALE
’48 Plymouth. radio,

heater.
good meehanical condition. Call
CY2-8302.
_
51 Mercury Club Coupe, excellent condition. custom. Make
offer. 443 S. I Ith St , C’T7-9950
WANTED

Gentlemen to share nice apartment with two college boys, $25
per month. 545 S. 4th St
LOST AND FOUND
Loot: Drown zipper binder lo
parking lot behind Trade Building
or on street in that area $5 reward when returned to Lost and
florsurtmerst

5.

tiTits
Then finally dead week has
come and gone, finals are over
and then into a summer of relaxing at Waikiki. the Riviera or
at a resort like Lake Tahoe or
El Centro.

Why Pay More?
Moler Haircuts

50
CENTS

Treat yourself: Shave 25c

All
Wet%
Supervised
by licensed
instructors

Moler Barber College
41 West San Fernando
open 9 to 6 Mon. thru Sat.

WESTERNER
Restaurant

re"

For an Adventure in Fine Western Dining

Spartan Dinner $1.35

17 E

SANTA CLARA

ST.

Fashion-wise . . . value-wise

Fritzi Blouse
Special!
2 hr

5.00
Each 3.00

Gay carousel stripes
Pastcl solid colors
‘four better half, a watdrobc
of crisp, cool summer blouses’
Famed Fritzi tailoring in sudshappy cotton that is creaseresistant. Choose a fine woven
stripe in pink, yellow, blue or
mint and White; or a pretty
solid color of white, pink, yellow, surf. Sizes 32-33.

Hart’sSportswear
Street Floor

PHONE CV 3-8058

Our Desert Room Available for Luncheons & Banquets

-
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SPARTAN DAILY
Friday. March 16, INK

It’s exactly five minutes ti
time to ti
spring. and It
about Santa Cruz,
spring concerts, flying. water
:
trig, baseball. fashioits and
magly other Nearon’s activities
Wangs for the Spartan Daily fea- I
tunes appearing next week on I
,,,,
how %.i.
sac,:

Weddings Arouse
Etiquette Questions

Soft Pastels to Appear
In Gals’ Spring Fashions

liy Barbara Mute
ture mandarin type
n
and
Its five minutes till spring and hook fasteners which have been
fashion experts are introducing I used for many ages on Japanese
new spring colors that really are and Chinese
costumes
The
not new at all The color keynotes Isheaths come in all molehills.
in womens spring fashions this but are eipecially designed to
season are the pastel blues, pinks achieve a regal effect in liner,
and yellOVis.
and polished cott.m
While pastels are "the colors,’
For those who prefer billoskthis spring, femininity sets the ine shies. the Oriental took 1145
If you are 21 years of age Or
pace for the styles" Marry of berg’ AdApIrti lu 101
the new creations are trimmed costumes a 55 iII s it/ Sheath
older (Married or Single) and
I. ƒ,,
lace and tiny pleats
dresses.
hove o reasonably good di iy
I in- iiiroure mak is destined
rlie well dressed coeds will
mg record, you ore eligible
tir pionlinent. vs ith drerus
wire basket purses lined
For auto insurance at REGUI AR
and Mow...
Ic.. (ratite-Mx high with scarves to match their eusrates.
fleet. !MAW,* And there 411.1etr7
Wines. The straw baskets. trim
See or Phone
kiiztlt 1,d
tere:ees. it-441111i totI tile
med with eay spring flowers
AL BAUER
whiqb wero su nopular last Sea
Agent
..
:suitable
for campus son, will he considered the height
In all varieties
, of casilal fasouni at’ain this
stripes, poka dots and year.
tiny Boa er patterns. The large
On their. feet the aeds will
splashy, eolurful patterns of the wear simple straight-lined flat
to Bue s Foothill Plaza
last few sears will be at 3 mini- pumps. With the Oriental LW(’
Story and White Road
mum in the spring of 1956.
attire however, they will wear a
Phone CL 8-8200
The Far East infuence will show barefoot sandal iii a quiet shade
itself in slim, sophisticated sheath of beige, yellow, pongee, vanilla
Son Jose
dresses. The shc.,’, dres-.
’
or flax.
The fashion wise miss will select her Easter suit from among
IIVW coon, cotton and silk material C011111111ilitUtilvt. Many spring
suits.
surprisingly. will be
WHOLESALE RETAIL MEAT & POULTRY
black, slate gray, or navy blue
with perky white collars. cuffs
and bow ties.
I Alen
III pastel shades and
ƒII orange, brown and gold 31.1titinn shades, with an added tang
springtime. also will have their
place in the Easter parade
Special party dresses will be
chosen from a variety of standout skirts and stand-up collar
creations in polished cotton and
organdy. Party dresses will follow the general trend of the
cover up look for spring and will
feature hil;11 neckill and long and
three quarter length sleeves.
Fashions point to the fact that
this spring is the season to be
gay and carefree in new simple

They Tolk About

TO1A111.1
IL4
Each )ear during springtime a
wedding ceremonies are on the in
etiquette questions arise
ereaThse.e responsibilities of both
parties causes much confusion,
but it is generally arrecd
Ike bride\ family will assume
all expenses etlIttlet telt %Oh the
wedding.
The eroorn provides the roau .
riage license and clergyman’s fee.
weddilw ring, gift and Wait, inierfor the best man, ushers ad .I the
vio,her, and takes :are 01
weddiey trip expenses.
The i,est man
t.r.ves as the
groom’s right arm Just beim... the

AUTO INSURANCE

Frost’

"JC1Ck

All over the World

Wo Make All Our Own
Ice Cream - Sherbets
Toppings & Homemade Pies

number of ushers chosen
bigehve
T
to serve may vary, but it is ad.
visable to base one usher for
ever) 25.50 guests.
It is not advisable to have more
than eight female attendants, and
isn’t neces.sary to have any bridesmaids at all. The attendants should
pay for their gowns and accessories.

Farmers Insurance

STATE MEAT MARKET

$319
Canned Picnic Ham-6-lb. size
Veal Shoulder Chops
38’
Pork Sausage .
. . 25’
Fresh Ground
35’
Frankfurters
38’

FIRST PRESSYTERIAN CHURCH
60 North Third St..rt
R.
W Barrett-Pastor
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19
Worship Ser,ce at II a m. Colƒeqe
Oast 9.30 a m Coly.n Ciub at 0 p.m.
Supper-Discussion-Worship
-Yea Are Cordially Invited-

USE

YOUR

Sunday 10.45 a m.
-Judi Theater-376 S.

Tlssi Rev. Mark Itlisnbark, D.D., Rector
The Rv. Stuart Anderson, Assistant

GRACE BAPTIST
CHURCH
Mammy Wor:h.p .

. P,

Roger WiIUsms Charaleors

"RETURN TO EMOTIONAL
HEALTH"

Church School ..

THURS. 8.00 P M.
142 W. San Carlos

Morning Worship

9 50

Fellowship Breakfast
(coffee and donutc)
11-00
Chancel Choir
College Choir Rehearsal 5 00
Roger Williams Supper and

"OUT-THINK YOUR
PROBLEM
-Speaker-

DR WAYNE VINTNER

fellowship
Vesper Service

Science of Mind

600-25c
’
7 10

Dr. Henry Croes
P.. tor
10th and San Fernando

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVIrfii
SUNDAY SCHOOL
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9 00 A IA.
1000 AM
10 00 A PA.
11:00 AM.
6 30 P.M
7 30 P.M.

THOMAS G. SUTTON-Pastor

FACULTY

Let’s Go!!
WHERE?

PERSONNEL

To nut Downtown Church Where You’ll Get Something

Genuinely Helpful
You’ll Find A live College Group That You’ll Really Enjoy
Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
00-MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
9 30-COLLEGIATE BIBLE CLASS
6 IS-COLLEGE Tat C CLUJ
7 30-EVENING SERVICE
Two Youth Pastors To Serve You
Da CLARENCE SANDS - REV MERLE ROARK
JAMES MONTGOMERY, MINISTER Of CHURCH EDUCATION
RIV DAVID MILLIS - YOUTH DIRECTOR

FIRST BAPTIST
Two blocks from campus

I
I
I

Brighter colors are used in Bridal gowns this year. This conies
as a blessing to those girls whose
complexions aren’t snow uhite
and who take better to darker
shades. Champagne ice blue and
Ice pink with matching veiling
will be used.
Chapel trains are again prominent this year and there are many
tiers in the skirts.
Cirls still are being married in
suits, but it no longer a matter
of expenses which deter them, because dresses of cotton lace backed
by shadow proof taffete are very.
lovely and also economical
The main thing for the brideto-be to remember in choosing
a gown is to keep with her personality, and not try to appear
something
entirely
different
from what she is.
Bridesmaids’ styling also is taking a twist to the practical side.
The same economical materials are
tieng used in their outfits. Sun
with very full skirts, and
/ length gowns are very Pli
it. III. Headpieces are of the type
hich can be used for more than
the one occasion.
As a new feature this year,
the traditional bouquets are giving way to the wrist corsages
uhich look like a bouquet uhen
the hands are crossed.

To The Coop
. . . Of Course

WELCOME
STUDENTS

Satin.
chant illy lace These
materials have been used for wedding gowns for centuries and probably will be used for spring bridal
attire this year, but fashion experts predict a few changes.
The trend lately has been away
from the :traditional," and toward more practical materials..
styles and colors.
Crystallines, nylon organidies
and nylon taffedas, still bouffant
and very, very feminine are being
used more and more. Along with
their practibility for further U5C.
their lower price is more appeal- ,

TRINITY
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
SI NORTH SECOND STREET
Sunday Soryices
8 00 a m. Holy Communion
9 30 urn. Church School
and Family Service
’Holy Communion on 3rri Sunday)
11 00 0 m. Morning Prayer
ond Sermon
(Holy Communion on 1st Sunday)
6 30 Canterbury Club

.AIND

101th
black ribbon trimming.
Miss Adams wears a eUtiell
SellUtli dress.
II (rehires red.
white and blue stripes. Both
of the girls outfits are from
Halts. - photos I, steinreich

CHURCH

2nd and San Antonio
Personal tcrunsling by appointment
CY S 6391

cut.t.

Easter Hats Small,
Gay This Spring

ht.
!rj
spriny
of 1956 vill be small and gayl.
trimmed with artificial Bowe:
and clouds of net Veils decorat
ed with sparkling stones will be
a must for new spring hats.
Something -very new- in spy
ing hats wit be tam styles Tamhave formerly been a fall fashion
style and are making their so
ing appearance for the first time
Bonnets and pillbox type hat,.
which have been favorites for ’
any seasons, will be fashionable
.!.III1 this year

Experts See New
Wedding Fashions

150 E. SANTA CLARA

LET’S GO
TO CHURCH

ANN NIII.I.ER (kill and Judy
Adams (rigid> are ready to
greet spring in the very newest
testi’
. miss Miller models a
black and white cotton party
dress and a white straw hat

A SPRING COAT . . .
... for your Car
Auto & Truck Painting
Infra-Red Baked Enamel

ANY
CAR

64

wills-purrs"

So light, co soft, so full of fashion!
Here’s an example of Edith Henry’s whole

$29.95

new world of graceful, fluid-stepping Hot’.
They’re wonderful for walking, dancing . .
on rumpus or off! Style shown is available in
white, black, red, pink, yellow, camel or
eggshell maracain. Sizes 3 to 11AAAAA to B
$8 95 the. pair.

Complete Auto Upholstering
Tops 0 Seat Covets
Door Panels, Etc.
Expert Body & Fender Work

J
BEVERLY BANGERT has (howl a light grey wool suit from
Roo, Bros. for her Easter outfit.
It is trimmed with a bow at the
front ot the collar Ifer small
pink hat and her gloves Are
aim) rim. son, Bros.

Miracle Auto Painting
Co., Inc.

Both Hrolds

Herold’
invites
o
rharye accounts

Of Spa,

biti. ()Oft, ut-t4,A,
Uo

Stores

Cl, rnembvtt

SAN KYA
349 W. Sonia VOICI St.-CY 5-5577

.

tall tales about the fish that got away...iaot when you’re

wearing one of these whistle-bait suits!

The fish you have your eye on

practically leaps into the net the minute
making such a big splash:

he sees you

If he’s a tropical-type fish he’ll like

mad Tahitian prints or the Hawaiian designs on cotton:
domestic variety, he’ll prefer
solid color lastex suits:
when he

sees

the

If he’s the

gay butterfly prints Or

In any cane he’ll be mighty easy to land

the rainbow colors...fantail yellow, black mollie,

salmon pink, lime, racific blue,
green.

the

rod, aqua and Atigni fish

The milts come in email, medium and large arid the
shrimp-size price is only $5.99

the campus
meeting place
At Coffee Time,

Coke Time,
Lunril Time,
Any Time

Second Floor
Hale’s Young California Shop

THE COOP

.....-....M-......11......1.1111.1.11.11111.111.11111.11111.11ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ-ulƒ-ƒƒƒ

MOW -

UCLA is
that should set

pushing "Southern
Campus," the bruin yearbook.
a spring’ advertising camp.,
"La Ttirre" sa,,
men on their ears. The caw,
beneath a two-column cut of c 111c
matress Ann Francis reads: "Although movie actress Ann Franwill probably not be seen .
In Southern Campus. this sear’s
yearbook will iiiclude evt ythin;,
pertaining to the univel-ity.

Men’s Fashions Changing Rapidly,
Now Feature International Flavor

T ’led.

3

cls

coed
TOUR OF

By Daull Lwing

but

Are
you %’car
Paris.
many
There
is a definite internatiimal agreement this Aprlf11’ 4111 211i
-dressed man.
MORE COLORM.
straighter than ever and the two
only anti three button mislels will be’
Men’s fashions have
sime more colorful and prac- foen everywhere. Where does the I
ii,al, but the whole stIhnuette is honest v come in’ No shouldor
lifferent. the Ivy League Look pads! That right. The men are
ƒ-, responsible for the latter on their own this year and thoir
ƒliange
’ natural physique will fill out the
New blends ef fabrics are i,tat.
being
season for
Colored shirts will ...implement
longer %sear Jed durability. more
that-relit design and te.ttires
c fort and u hen needed, coolin ute tottt uirnirirei. A lie,"
ss. greater %%tinkle-resistane
color in tweed: burnt grass. It
31111
looks.
will show a slight charcoal inKnitted garments id ;ill kind
fluence
e this spriStraitht rat
be the rage this year. Foi
coats and up-andslown stripes
instance, a suede jacket with that accentuate them are
knitted nylon trim. The advanimport.
tage? Not only can it
Color is the keynote this
but you can wash it as well.
Some of the tweed sport coats ring. Light tans, blues and tree:,
fool you this spring. Instead will predominate where the grey
of being woven, they’ll be knitted charcoals did last year. Colored
charcoals. such as greens, browns
old will wear like a sweater.
Honesty is the best paltry! That and blues, will 1* in the spot,S ill be heard more than ever light, too.
lois year, especially from the
Mixtures of wools and silks, for
,Lothing angle The natural con- comfort, is more wide-spread this
tour of coats in the Parisian spring. Fur the quality bracket,
n1:fin:ler distinguishes new spring the all-silk suit. Silk gives a
nits and sports jackets The la- lighter feel as- well as a soft and
pels are narrower, the armholes casual appearance This surne.,
.iised higher, the lines hamt dacron-and-wool blend. will sty.
coolness, while the all-wool
will give the wearer an expe, sive look.
The Ivy League Look, which I
originated at Princeton. Harvard and Yale universities. is
growing by leaps and bounds
It stresses the natural look in
a big way. The coats will Inc
minus padding and more narrow
across the shoulders. The trouserc will Inc without pleats. This
conservative style is hitting
campuses

At-around better

days
0ly

$1245

ANDREW W LERIOS Inc
St. Claire Hotel - CV 7 1700

We gƒve S & H Green Stamps

In by 9:00
Out by 5:00

Spring Special for Students

Costa’
on is offeri
reguls aSalr $2.50
haircutng fortheir

2.00

to any showi
studentng their
Student Body Card
SALONS OF BEAUTY
19 North First St.
CY4 0854

257 South First SC
0’7-11640

Ballroom or Beach!

BUCKLE AND BACKSTRAP
Trousers have lost their pleats,
gained a buckle and liackstrap. occasionally, and have taken on a
slimly tapered line. There is less
width at the knee than before
and even less at the cuff. This
particular fashion originated in
Rome and then raced around the
globe to include everything from
twill sportscar breeks to formal
business wear. This has a slimming effect on your
which is good news for
come men. You may actually feel
lighter when you wear these new
trousers.

pearance

ma School

CY 4-2324

Complete Dinners . . . S1.25
FROM 11.al.F:’S %Rt. FASHIONS bents modeled bv (left
to right) Jim Illittaard. Rust
Atkinson. Harm Brun in and
George itrown. The taii-o ithbrown "Cored. three Inttton.
Sport coat tops Chan 0.11 brown

slacks. while the brown and
white mandarin shirt is worn
oith
slut) denims. An Ivy

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

beisharkski
ge n suit is right in
Iistylmgue
e u is
an-cotton

the continent:al silk-

shirt o ith black.
flannel Ivy League slacks.
nhoto Ds !Orifice’. h

OPEN 7

DAYS A WIN

7 AM

- 10 PM

New Style Top Piece
Is Boon to Mankind
get into a tiny little sportsa a
a new SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
style fit hats
wants.
Spring Styles at 5e, Discount
It is thecallleadtestthein hatwear.
Featuring college sizes at our college shop
spread
ad with any
you and
get
Bria 5.ng thidisscount
amount
on
you buy. One time only.
1610 E SANTA CIARA
(Between 33rd and 34th)

Hae you ever watched

mall

car
while wearing a high silk hat?
Well, even if you haven’t,
has been devised
just for him, and anyone else who

MODELING A WOOL
HOUND’S - TOOTH SPORT
with back buckle, Stan
Borers enters Mosher’s for
Men to get a better look at the
spring fashions.

CAP

over-all ap-

Ride

UNITED TAXI

Complately Remadded
or Your Enting Enjoyment

throughout the na-

tion.

Vendome It is
low-crowned and has been intro,. duced to this continent where it
is expected to
111111 II,
ft is made of felt with a Inc
finish and it’s blocked with
h .
rolled brim and a squarish top
Even without the sports car, the
effect is vers. posh. It substitute,
for high silk hat for the opera
or for the homburg on other formal occasions.
Hat brims, in general. have
narrowed down a great deal s,
that the "pork ides" are once agair
in style, minus their floppy brims
This is due to the infuence it
the continental homburg. The
crowns of the pork pies are very
tapered. thus keeping the narrow- ,
fig influence in most new apparel
tor men. It also is being featured
with a corded hand this spring. ,

Dreg in and se-for ecrorsolf ovr eherep
spring %electron-settee. istis in angers, Rough Rider Stocks, McGreger
Smart college men, operators -par Jackets. Artesia... Shirts, Rand Shoes,
ecellence. won’t want to miss this Crickettrore Sport Crept. and Suits. To
be introductory offer Lasts just two sire 40.
weeks.

THE BOY’S STORE
and College Shop

Downstairs

Hobby Shop

Phone CY 3-1868

321 S. 1st St.

exclusively in San Jose

at . . .

Fashionable Shirts
Feature Polka Dots
Polka dots, checks and stripes,
all are fashionable in dress shirts
this season, with ties to highlight
handkerchieves to match,
of course. The pleated-front dress
skirt has presented itself. both
in whites and pastels, but is taking hold slowly.
SHIRTS
Striped sport shirts are very
popular this season, even in knit
Sport shirts, including knits, with
the three-button neck

and

jasmine

Shoes of dualit

. 10.95

KNIT

A

are
fromng soft
stil in style. Shirts openi

pastel solids to loud island prints
will be seen this spring and
through the summer.
Something new: the traditional
in
Mexican wedding shirt.
white, later in colors. Very sporty.

red corkette . 10.95

Now

Li9
.11.

alrega..

lenses

the fun of spring with all

Contact
let you enjoy all
of
your normal freedom. Come in and see us today. We will be
glad to give you all of the details.

CONTACT LENS CENTER
SPECIALISTS WITH CORNEAL CONTACT tEr;,-.Es
PRAMS JACKSON

JOE ALLEN
211 S. FIRST

Technicians

s..
Audrey’s
to Minuts’e
when its
- five

?

ENOUGH

spring! . . .

FOR

WHITE BUCKS & SADDLE OXFORDS

black or
red kid
10.95

CAPEZIOS ?

Renewed with

Genuine

red patent with
black, meershaum
kid with beige
14.95

-

TIME TO GET YOUR

black patent 14 95

re,

CORAL SOLES

a host of new Capezios are here!

To Match

navy

kid

* new, slender, epee’ heels

for formal in crisp

SAN FERNANDO SHOE REPAIR

73 E. Son
campu s brtween
blockCYfrom5-97nS
Phone
.

Fernando St.

One

YOU
MAD

CY 7-5174

its five minutes till

ARE

Spring

rc1151.1..

Seconl and

Oren 7 30 i m.

Courtesy and Service

Service While You Wait

Thir rd Sts.

5.45

m.

CRYSTALLINE
$16.95 up

gicAor:(Km
A udrey’s
76 W. SAN ANTONIO
between 1st St & Martel
CY 4-4348

S

Ed’s Hole in the Wall

!lid

DRIVE-IN DRY CLEANERS and SHIRT LAUNDRY
2nd and
San Carlos

an

may

Pr,sorrolly rhupelor,r1 by Mrs.
A Le G,o 10(G housemother
or Sun
Slut.. Flu oil
IC,
offer, Co moth for so 1.1,1..
fro, rosorit.y ,4.11
ti
lllll
lu. 1....1.1.ƒ 4,01

Dry cbaning
rejurt.natett
your wardrobe

t.

be cleaned, Italian

from
San Jose

FOR THAT
SPRING LOOK

Unive-sp,
Ohio, have e

introduced this

11116011(’

. 13

,

SPARTAN DAILY

money-back guarantee t.
In readers Any one of
who detects an error in an
of "The Tower- is promised .,
refund hs the editors

the worlmovi
d i getti
ng smal
ledrlyevery
that
year
isbefore.
me news.
men’sThatfashums
n
g
more
rapi
than
ever
i
s
.
What
will
i
n
your
next
mei
Touches
from
London.
,
Rome
other countries. without feeling the least hit einispieimcutus. of and
Ow
’ rII
’

Friday, Wirth 16, 1956
Etudenta at the
new literary magazi.

* new brass lifts to tap as you go
* new low, low pillow back

-,kimmer in kid: pink, yellow,
navy, red, white, brown, lavender
or tinker blue ... 7.95

only Capezio makes Capezios
and every capimadorer
knows it.
.
twee. _ids

aro weiteNm.

"me

6 SPARTAN DAILY

Friday, Mardi 16, 1956
Notice a chanqe around COMPU-SSan Jose State is in the proms
getting the "new look," Budi,ng trets . arittht flower gardei.s g.xe a spring look and re.d ,.s t!,at 1 on:) a few shor
vacati011

ROBERT LAWS
<,/ /
y

Park Ave. CV S-9215
Free Parking in Rear

288-90

THE

RED BARN
For a Wonderfui Evenin3
nf
Good Food and Dancing
D.nner Dancing Nightly - Spec,ni Samily Dinnecs
Spectol Consideration Givn to Clubs and Otgantsations

For Reservations
Phone CV 2-5540

located at

Inlets s to

11 mile Soot,

Street

of County Fairgrounds)

it’s Golf-time

iree)
oFri Hillviem
at

’t

Special to State Students

$5.00

Skiers Don Trunks
For Spring Activities
By GAM BUTLER
In a snort time. due to the in
evitable course ot nature, skier:,
u III hang up their long-johns, ski.
pants, and arctic parkas for the
year, anclcarootn down icy spring
snow in their bathing suits!
These persons obviously are living in the past, but their tans anti
;meting twin the reflection of the
sun on miles of blinding snow will
more than equal those of students
Writing blue in the surf at Santa
Cruz. Or blue in the sun at Santa
Cruz. The slopes not only will be
brighter than the beach, but often
hotter.
Except if the ardent schuss
boomer should slip and drag his
sitz mark maker down a steep slope
of granulated ice for IOU yards or
so, in a pair of trunks. Oolvooh.
that’s cold!
It could he more disappointing
It ne alas JUst paw
tu ƒIon toe
enatr to Inc t.p, alter rIthile, sis
flours unit tm ve utlier peisons
in a olaSNagOn up steep grades.
li’s even nurse unen you break
a ieg, uhicil generally happens
Irons going too last in spring
snow conditions. Light) mph is

about as last as one can go on
boards, hut going 15 niprt can
feet like cracking the sound barrier to the nosice.
Jim Wiley won the open slalom

monthly greens fees
Manny Gou:artProfessional
Tully Road & Swift Lane

FOR SPRING VACATION...

at trio Ski Club s recent Soda
springs races. in 1:13.1, that’s an
erage of 33 mph down the 2000
foot drop. Inc. course was through
lew substantial trees and some
sharp turns.
Tne only Injury on the trip was
sustained by Ur. Rocci Pisan, associate protessor of biology and adviser to the Ski Club. who has been
seen limping around class the last
few days.

ART CLEANERS
ONE HOUR SERVICE
Including Saturdays

ma. wrong Nas that the plug had
been pulled for the third time,
and that I must he eery cold:
So I spent the night like a hot
dog between two barbecue pits
When I finally came to, same ea: lƒ
risers were tome eggs on the
lanky’ and someone had spilled
the caftee on my pillow, where
they were keeping it u arm.
Just wait until they lace themselves in their mummy bags, and
lay there, watching me wax the
J0110111 s of their skis with peanut

15’, Discount with your
A.S.B. Cold

Art Work by
ART CLEANERS

398 East Santa Clara
photo by Butler

butter’

Hiking May Be Answer
To Spring Tonic Needs
It) BILL HOWARTH
Now that spring is close, ,I’s
time to shake the dust out of that
old rucksack, hang that sleeping
:Tag up to air, and dub up those
hiking boots.
V(-la, that infernal snow will be
on its way out by late April and
early May in the Sierra. Then the
hardy clans and those u-ho aspire to Join them) of hikers, campers and mountaineers will ridt
again
Spring is the time for sNeep.
ine out the mind. Students need
a strong spring tonic.
l’ou can spend your leisure

nioUnlaills: Mts. Hamilton, Diablo
and Tamalpias. Hamilton is the site
of Lick observatory: you can see
it this spring when the fog clears,
irom campus. There’s some nice
country up there for alter-school
nikingor betore breakfast, it you
have time.

balboa
ft ad CO--":rt

nEj’

BALBOA

We hive both
t’e short-short Balboa’s and
mid-way Surfers in a
wonderful selection of prints
’n’ solids. All lined
al warns stitched twice and
bar-tacked for strength
Come in for yours today!

Gene’s Rendezvous

mosher’s for men
IN
The Campus Quarter

:.erving the some
delicious food
-- Featuring
Chorce Grade Meats

121 South Fourth Street
CY. 2-4500
OPEN 7 Ifl R.

’<Ma,

Complete Dinners$1.35

N

oar READY117-sts

AC,
HAVE YOUR SPRING WARDROBE CLEANED AT

TROY LAUNDRY
CLEANING

$788

v,91,1
Selecl,an

NOW

nalk before vou go: many peo-

ple don-tthey’ get going. and
then they try to hange gear.
You’ll need good shoes. Leather
basketball shoes are good for
dry trail and rock work. t se
cleated boots for ice and talus.
if alien you get up there.
you find you can’t come back
to college. remember I warned you
that you should have taken a compass.

GENUINE ELAN SKIS
Made in Yugoslao.

$

PARIS OLYMPIC AND
MOUNTAINEER LAMINATED
SKIS
Now
9595
Imported Swedish
LIMEX RACING SKIS
leg

39.95

NOW

10"

Men’s and Women’s "Profile"
SKI PANTS

EDLUND

MEN’S
$10.95

$788

WOMEN’S
100.%

CRESTMARK

Laminated, plastic
bom coat, plastic
bottom

Durable, wetter fIllUilant, spot resistant, shed showrs. High quality wend
esistant fabric.

SKIS

1995

ALSO
Ski Goggles - Base Coat
Toe Grips - Bindings - Hats
Gloves - Everything
Greatly Reduced

Gaberd

100,,

Virgin Wool Turtle Neck Ski

Sweaters $3 95

SKI RENTALS

MANY SALE ITEMS

Skiing’s Fun for Everyone
I

Sins, Poles - Toboggans
1 Ski Boots - Sleds
Ski Pants - Tire chains - Ski

SEA OF RECORDS
time on a crowded pearls, riding
around in a convertinte. In a
stutly melte house Or in many
other varied and equally sterile
places and pursuits.
But tor snarpening a dulled edge
on life, and giving your personality a charge, there’s nothing like
a good long hike in Cahlorma’s
mountain country (and we’ve got
some of the best in the nation).
A lot of trite stuff has been
blurbed about communing with nature, etc. (see sample above), so I
won’t tire the reaaer further; skit!lice It to say that for getting
away trom it all for awhile, there’s
nothing like the mountain back.
country, the further back the bet-

!fere are a few places to go for
. spring nature purge: Yosemite..
course. The Valley, and high
behittel it, is one of the fair,
spots on the Earth (Mars, too.
for that matter), in the spring
time. The waterfall spectacle will
he booming as usual.
Sequoia and Kings, although veritably =tracked, offer plenty of
ground for the more experienced
hiker, and especially for the mountaineer (oh, foolish men).

Mt. Whitney, tallest in the
stands on Sequoia’s southeast border. It’s u hat climbers
call a "ladies ualk," although it
takes a pretty strong lady to
make it to the top. An Easter
excursion to old IVIiitney’s flattop %out(’ he just the thing for
students tired of t he dull routine life at college. Mount 1,0e
in Yosemite. almost as tall as
1Vhitnes, f.s quite formidable:
you’d !lase to chisel the last
four or fise thousand feet %Rh
an ice as. If you’re really tired
of insipid instructors, and boring
books, try Lyle.

AUtOlrlatIC

CY 3-8668

95

coated, solid hickory
pair

and

CAR WASH

A ,I I & t_,Akk (..)1LOUr4 I
Personalized Service for San Jose State Students

722 - 726 Almaden Ave.

And be sure sou know hose to

all

Large
11 95

Open 10-10

Ski

Daily except Sunday

Parkas

Racks

MEL COTTON’S

1812 EL CAMINO REAL
REDWOOD CITYEM 124211

568 W. SANTA CLARA

Comfort has always

been a college requirement
And, Arrow underwear offers pure comfort in any
position. The Arrow Tee has a neckband that
won’t enlarge, keeps its good fit always. $1.25.
Boxer shorts, with contour seat, in novelty patterns
or solid colors give you style with no-bind wear.
$1.50. Arrow Guards (knitted
briefs), offer the same complete
comfort as all Arrow
underwear. $1.20.

Ntlpoot

1

first in fashion
SHIRTS
MANDKIRCHIUS

TM
UNDIRWIAR

Nvt

A short story on comfort ..
Plain or fancy, boxer style or brief, our Arrow
shorts give you comfort in any position. The
Arrow Tee (shown here) is right for sports,
or worn as an undershirt. rimy way you use it,
It has comfort pus. Tee, from $1.25. Shorts,
from $1.50. Guards (knitted briefs), $1.20.

Closer to home (the Bay Area
we have a nice little triangle of

AND

DRY

up

1595 So. First St.CY 3-9821

100’.
wool

ALL MAJOR LABELS
CLASSICAL
JAZZ
PROGRESSIVE
POPULARL.P.

.n% one uho has done any hiking knons all this, unless he fell
off a mountain or something.
I’m addressing myself as One of
the uninitiates. A few days of
mountain solitude and s-ou’re
ready to tackle an thing that
..15 profs hale to offer.

$3.98

KANDAHAR SKI SWEATERS

Largest Stock of Records
West of New York

Now Completely Remodeled

Waft’ ng 5htrt3 aka:able $3.95

amp
Reg

Bring this ad in
for a $1.00 discount
on any album

Now is here’s the plug for my
electric blanket’’ uas a club Yokc
recently when one member tonna
rumseli with a lot of extensiou
cord, but not enough to reach M.
nearest power sourceby about a
half mile. Unfortunately, he was
me. Gee, its fun to sleep in a nice,
warm parka.
I found a plug the last trip,
and it uas s(imehou unplugged
twice. I didn’t mind that, though.
It was alien they turned the dial
all the uay up that irked me.
It vsas around 2 a.m. that I became aware, somewhere in the
dim, dark, living death coma I
fall into when some are only
sleeping. that something u as
wrong. I could hear the ssind
pushing fiercely outside. and
concluded that it was cold out
there, that it %as cold in the
lodge. and that the thing that

SKI

Worth 100

The fact that skiing has an
element of danger is comparatively expensise, and is quite a
distance from
home, shou s
there’s more to the sport than
snow bunnies.
That’s why from 40 to 80 students have been going on the ski
club trips. as they will when they
leave tor their last one this evening, at Soda Springs again.
Of course, there are other drawbacks.

the

IIMIIIP

Car

0110,h

to

77 S. Montgomery St.

Wardrobe
FOR MEN
Santa Clara at Second

111111111111’

Spartans
Whip Chico
Saa Jo-

;o1:ƒte hawballe;

Spikers Meet Youth Cente r
go

I,Iter victories four and flee toI
morrow when they nieet San Fran
i
cisco State in a double !wade’
s:arting at 12 30 o’clock at Mu
ut I al Stadium.
The Spartans, %sho ran their win
SPARTAN DAILY 7
streak to three by whipping Chico
f Jos Match 16, 1956
State 11 I here yesterday, will
send either Hal Kulatad or Poo
Parrot to the mound in tumorroa
open-r. while Jim Johnston or Biti
kl:ne will start the seven inu.n4
Enale
Tuck lialsey turned in his sec
TISTERDAY S RESULTS
(lid sterling mutind chore el the
1,A.111 S.111 .1,J
Slate 11, Claw
week yesterday when he cumplete- Stale I
ly shackled the Wildcats except .
TODAY’S EVENTS
fur one inning. The Spartan right
Tennis San Jose vs. hest,’ Siale lacbander would have had his second kesto Pail., 2 p
whitewashing in as many starts Swimmers San Jose vs Fresno State,
except for an unearned run in the I SparYin Pool. 4 30 p m. San it hosts
fifth. Ile limited the ’ijitor to , 111 Campbell and Camden, 3 30 p rn
nu stas In eummana J
Roving San loLe vs Washington State
the way.
111 Pullman, Wash
Catcher Jerry Clifford. con
SATURDAY’S EVENTS
tinuing his heavy hitting, started
Baseball Son Jose vs San Fraiiiiteo
things off for San Jose in the Sr.,.- (doubleheader) Muilicipal Stadium,
second inning with a double and 12,30 p n. SJS hush at Sonto Clara
hy the lime the side was retired, Froth, 1 10 p
the Spartans scored six tallies. Two
Traik San Jo., vs. Santa Clara Youth
bases on balls, two errors, and Center Son Joie Frosh vs Livermore High,
safeties by Clifford. Claude Gilbert, Spartan Field 7 p to
Jae %%Instead and Bill Rahming
Judo. Jr. PAAU Tournament at Sparcaused the damage. Coach Walt tan Gym, 7 p.m.
1,Villiains nine scored three tallies
in the fourth. and one in both the
sixth and seventh innings.
Though he didn’t particularly
need it, Ilalsey was aided by a
flashy double play by the Spartan
keystone combination, and sparkling fielding by outfielders WinSpartan netters will seek their
stead and Gilbert.
1 second victory of the season toSon Jose
Al H cloo,
Al H day when they play host to
Gilbert, cf 2 1 Terry, 3b
3 1 Fresno State on the Backesto Park
Craig, cl
O 0 Ray, as
3 0 courts at 2 p tn.
Winstead, rf 4 2 Ceons, p
4 0
Coach Hugh Mumby’s charges
Brphsni, rf 1 0 Itisberg, lb
4 1
probably stand a good chance of
Reaming, ss 4 2 Darymple, C
3 I getting into the win column again
Clifford, c
S 3 Poole, C
I 0
as the Bulldogs went down to deReynolds, If 3 0 Westlake, rf
3 1
feat at the hands of SJS twice
Reza, If
1 0 Colones, rf
1 0
last year.
Beasley, 2b 40 Moss, cf
3 0
Mogen, lb 3 1 Myers, d
In addition to its lone win,
1 0
Rostomily, lb O 0 Scheib, 2b
3 1 San Jose has three defeats and one
D Mho lb
1 0 Darby, If
2 0 tie for the season.
King, lb
1 0 Toms, If
1 0
Probable netters will be Marty
NalseYi P
3 2
Halfhill at first singles, Cornelius
Reese at No. 2. Hal Smith at No
3, Don Anger at fourth, Earl
Carmichael at fifth and Joe Norton at sixth. (
Doubles duos will be lialfhillReese, Smith-Anger and either
Nortop-Jack Norton or NortonCY 2-6627
Chuck Riley

Scoreboard

SJS Netters Play Host
To Fresno State Today

Tidrick Typing Service
Thesis - Themes

0
’Mu

.\
highland
fling for
junior
figures!

Freshmen Green Squad, Vets
Face Prep Retain Mural Lead
Thinclads
varsity and freshmen
apikestere will gee action tumorrow afternoon oh the Spartan
oval as Coach Bud Winter’s team
plays host to the Santa Clara
Youth Center and the (rush meet
Livermore High Both meets. running concurrently, start at 2 p in.
The Youth Center, composed
primarily of athletes who have
completed their collegiate eligibility but are in training for a
utiance at the Olympics this year,
will serve as a warmup for San
Jose’s trip to Arizona next week
It) meet Arizona State of Tempe
and University: of Arizona.
Coach Mike Ryan’s visitors are
paced by such former San Jose
State standouts as Woody Linn,
Mickey Maramotite, Chuck Hightower 3nd Billy Joe Wright This
Both

club, which finished behind Stanford and the Spartans in Satur-

day’s

development

meet,

will

to the Jr PAM1 Tourni’Held tomorrow night at
1 the Spartan Gym
y
h Yosti
Uchida will eidol
’5 men icc an attempt to leLIM the title San Jose
year

i!
A

IF

111,, I?’
cr s

434;:
I

EUROPE
20 Coentries, 75 Days Mooed
ay air,
oponses, 31140 WTI

Loops for Collegians
2f,S Seeocao. Pasadena. CaTforn.a

%sr

7 - ’

(6104’

MEANS
FLOWERS

CORSAGES
CUT FLOWERS
POTTED PLANTS
GIFTS

FROM

40’7:
7nd and
San
Fernando

Navlet s
SINCE 1055

Florists

of San Jose

R,0.0.113.4,4r, birdwitchers announce

have trouble keeping pace with

State due to a lack of depth in
most events.
fang Stanley, an Jose’s NCAA hallmile champion, will probably run the mile Instead of
his usual event this week. Stanley turned In a fast 1:19.2 clocking In the 660 Saturday.
The outcbme of some events
will determine which squad members will make the trip to the
Southwest, according to Winter.
San Jose’s trash, coached by
Matimonte, should defeat the
Livermore squad The latter team,
coached by former SJS athletes
Connie Kazarinoff and Bruce
Halliday have been inactive in
the spike sport for several years.
Standouts for the visiting prepStets are Tony DeFlosa in the
sprints and Al Crum In the low
hurdles and broad Jump.

Rocs Sporteoats

Eave replace& the /din a Gie firA
sig (En of gring!

Spartan Swimmers
To Meet Bulldogs
Spartan swimmers play host to
Fresno State this afternoon in a
dual meet that gets underway in
the Spartan pool at 4:30 o’clock
Coach Charlie Walker’s mermen go into today’s (ray with a
2-2-1 record, their last outing
ending in 56-28 defeat at the
hands of the powerful California
swimmers.
Diver Bob Eustis arid the Spartan 400.-yard freestyle relay team
are top SJS choices in the Bulldog meet by virtue of the fine
showings made against California. Heist’s is undefeated this
year.
The crack Spartan freestyle
team is made up of Rollo Koivisto, Lee Walton, Roger McCandless and Dick Threlfall
Other Sparta hopefuls are
Capta;o Jay Cleass atm will cornpets in the backstroke. Stan McConnell hi the backstroke and
Threlfall in the 100-yard freestyle. All three extended California swimmers in Wednesday’s
meet, only lo be nipped by Bear
opponents ’

SJS Boxers Meet
Cougars Tonight
Coach Julie Menendez’ Spartan boxers attempt to repeat an
early season victory over Washington State when they take on
the Cougers iii bouts starting at
o’clock tonight in Pullman
Wash.
No one is more anxious for a
win than San Jose’s NCAA champion, Max Vos1al1. %lesbian was
defeated by upstart John Xliiikeriberg of WSC in the InterMountain Tourney two weeks
ago and seeks revenge

Wee lassies 5’4" and
under need a Junior
size swimsuit ... and
want a saucy swimsuit
like this to show off
their bonnie Junior
figure! The fluid
silhouette of 1956
/.
with elongated body
line and raised bosom
/
heightened with a
rippling ruffle
’
In mad, merry,
molded-vvith-Matletex
cotton clan plaids.
Small-medium-large.
MOO

Cole
of

California

What’s Your Hobby?
Model Ships
Model Trains
Leathercraft
. Model Planes
. Arts and Crofts
. Ceramics

Weaving
Your Headquarters
for Supplies

HUSTON’S
HOBBY SHOP

At

Hobbies for Happiness
293 S. First St.
L185 S. 1st

Sparing and Creel, Squad maintained unlit-milted slaten in die
Independent Intramural League 4, 1.41 won desaseitee so %%’ceitie
Jay’s games.
o re,orsi. took a fodest victitus iiiim
The Sparvets, with
Tau Deli, and the ill,. Sq11a.1.16.114ing a
seaaesn mask, elowncd
Tappa No Keg, 88.33
Green Squad’s tice hie
Wednesday’s leading %corer,
Buttee, Charlie Hard, Buttee it1reen Squad) 30. Hard)
and Mel Powellproduced mos: k Greet’ Squad) 23. Diek Ferguson
a the scoring for the night But .Daielie.si 20. eidbert ;somas
tee tut 3u, Hardy 211 and PL0A.V11 i Want/eft I iii, Riad!’ It:Yr-en
Squad) 18, Rub kitagana ((trio,
18.
in other games Wednesday, sit 17, Yush Kuinaga write,
Orkseal topped the Reamers. 50- . 17, Dick Koch OFT I 17, t:eorge
42; Phi Mel Alpha. stupped the . Chin (Dandies) IC, Al Les Plant
Bombers, 46-45; Ness mu downed , Stsle% tool El and Dick I tyd tit,
Phi Epsilon Kappa, 3615; 11."I’ onere 15
Intramural Director hardy st
defeated Alpha Phi Omega, 7144; Sparta (’hi tripped Slip Sticks, nounced that schedules for next
27-24 and Dugout Dandies bourn.- week’s games may. be picked op
today in the PE Office
. ed Outcasts. 60-18,

bib Team Entertains

an#S.
1338 Lincoln Ave.

0 p
Mon Mors Fri - 9 9
Toot Wnd Sat - 9 6

Roos goes out on a limb and bonsts
(with confidence) that you can’t
find a better selection of sportcoats anywhere in California! At
Roos you’ll find Tweeds, stripes,
checks, plaids (and maybe a circle)
all finely tailored from the finest
imported and domestic fabrics. The
styles are varied also -- with a
large group of the newest in the
latest natural line tailoring.
Wnat’s more, ypu can find the prioe
you like -- 37.50, 47.50 and $55.

gets theT
best Sportcont
at
early bird
e
h
g

ar*,

4010,10,

First and Santa Clara

CY
2 831
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Club To Sponsor
Dance on Saturday

Faculty Members Centennial Group
Attend Meeting

Schedule of Job
BInterviews Told
y Dr Clements

Spring Bouquets

The Centennial Committee student participation subcommittet

at

Bakmas
ssill meet tomorrow afternoon at
The Eighth Annual Ci
2 30 o’clock in Room 49, accord
Flower
hildren’s Benefit Dance will
ing to Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean
Shop
on Saturday. March 17. The dance. ;
of students, and chairman of thi
Inch is to be held at the Cocoanut
Four faculty members will attend the spring meeting of the group.
10th &
Grove in Santa Cruz. is sponsored I
Social Science Council tomorrow in Cubberley Hall at Stanford Uniplacement
by the Marri-Eds Club of Santa! Dr. E. W. Clements,
Making structural plans and apSanta
Clara
announced
the
sched
versity.
today
pointing personnel for the commitCruz. This club is composed of 60 officer.
ule of interviews for employment
Dr. George W. Brunt:, professor of history, political science and tee which will plan the giant barCome in cnd see us today
married women
education, and Dr. Henry C. Mk-1, professor of education, will act becue to be held next year durThe entire proceeds from the by representatives of firms which
or Phone CY 2-0962
on campus before the
is resource advisers on separate
ing Centennial Vkreek, May 2-11
dance will be donated towards the will bevacation.
;Laster
-ianels Dr. Bruntz’s panel is enoperation of "Camp Campbell."
are on the agenda.
titled "Working with Student
Crown Zellerbach Corporation
Teachers in Social Science" anit
of Portland and San Francisco and
Dr. Mockers is "Improving Dlsthe Twelfth U.S Civil Service Re.
-..ussion Techniques in Sucia:
g1011 ef San Francisco both will
3eienee."
have representatives here. Mon
Also planning to attend the conday, March 19, to interview pervnt Ls
ference are Dr. Gervais W. Ford,
sons interested in postions.
associate professor of education, ƒ Bill Blum, junior general seconiLtstil" itt
Tuesday. March 20. the United
JOHN PAYNE JR.
and Dr. Alice G. Scofield, assispsychology major, succeeded
States Navy and Marine Womtant professor of English and edu- dary
Scott Mize as president of CSTA
en’s Corps will be on campus to
cation.
an election dinner held at
interview persons interested in the
Group discussions during the during
Catholic Women’s Center
lofficer training program. Montconference , will include eight the
Wednesday night.
For That
gomery Ward of Oakland and the
topics TWO- are "How can SoOthers elected to office were
Atomic Energy Commission from
cial Science Challenge the GiftTibbetts. vice president in
the U. of California in Liverni,H
ed." "Improving Social Science Joan
of programs; Wally Ester,
Or
also will have representatives
Curriculum from Kindergarten charge
campus Tuesday
Sizes 7 tthrough the twelfth grades," "Inv s-ice president in charge of memLieutenant John Pay ne proving Discussion Techniques in bership: Mary Vincenzini, secre161 South
General Electric Corporation. Jr..Second
tary:
Claire
Strauss,
treasurer;
CaJose
State
stuformer San
Social Science," "Contribution of roline Eicher, historian; and LeFirst Street
Applied Research Laboratories and dent,a has
just
completed
basic
the Penn Mutual Life Insurance multi-engine flying training at Literature to the Social Sciences," roy Minchin and Shirley Haydn,
Co. will be on campus Wednes- . Goodfellow Air Base. Texas, and -Working with Student Teachers members at large.
llth and San Carlos
day, March 21 looking for gradu has been awarded the silver wings in Social Science," "Teaching
We give S&H Green Stamps
Awards were given out during
Economic Concepts through Hisales or June graduates.
of an Air Force pilot, the Office tory. and Government," "Improv- the dinner to members who perof Information Services announced ing In.servfee Courses and Pro- formed outstanding service to
OPEN AT 1 P.M.
toda;.
pa):
grams for the Experienced Social CSTA during the past- year Rene majored in Aeronautics Science Teacher" and "Teaching ceiving the awards were Scott
Dine by Candlelight at the
at SJS and was a member of the Political Concepts in an Election Mize, past president; Tom Williams,
past vice president in charge of
Arnold Air Society and Sigma Year."
membership; Pat Wickstrom, past
Pi Fraternity. He won his commis, vice president in charge of pro
sion through the local AFROTC
grams; Miranda Torykian, pas!
program.
Spaghetti Dinners
Bar-B-0 Steaks
has a limited number of positions open immediately at its
secretary; Eleanor Harding, past
The Lieutenant is the son of Mr
Pizza
to Take Out
Ravioli Dinners
Mrs.
John
of
Santa
treasurer;
Shirley
Anderson.
past
and
Payne Sr.
Today is the deadline for
SAN JOSE PLANT AND LABORATORY
Cruz.
uz.
395 ALMADEN AVE.
CY 7-9908
’Vorld War It veterans to pick , historiannree:wlasJtlieuotnnteesr:eBhialafoifwrunanlrandno;,Brcc.didalitt,ril:.
for
Another former San Jose State up their stationery and supplies
By the Civic Auditorium
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
student. Marine Second Lieutenant at the Spartan shop.
opfubthliec
Positions now on require IISME. or equivalent. with interest in
Herbert C. Haight, has been as .
WHERE YOU GET YOUR MONEY’S WORTH
Students who are taking Mar- Strauss, social chairman; Ilenri
the design of intricate high speed mechanisms. Creative ability
signed to duty at Quantico, Va., I keting 134B may pick up their letta Tello, publicity chairman.
and ingenuity highly desirable.
awards w.e
following completion of the Offi- issue of Business Week magazine ,WaOlti)heEsrsierre. c
PLANT ENGINEERS
cers’ Basic Course, the U.S. Ma- in the Spartan Shop.
Joanne Clark, Carolyn
Positions now open require IS, or equivalent, in arshitctural,
rine Corps announced today.
Eicher, Beverly Wolfe, Norman
_
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering with the ability to
Ilaight was graduated from the 1
Menzie, Edith Craft, Greig Rose
plan, design, write specifications, and carry through to completion
Basic Course in ceremonies Feb.
Gary Stone, Craig Thompson, Na
architectural and engineering projects as applied to buildlng construction and plant engineering.
4 at the so-called "amphibious unomi Thompson, Joan Nakawatase
iversity." He was one of 415 lieuBill Blum, Mary Vincenzini, Pa?
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
Collins and Joan Tibbetts.
Positions now open require technical knowledge in one or more of
tenants who completed the sixthe following fields packaging, material handling, manpower and
month indoctrination course.
The International Students Or
spoc planning, plant layout and report presentation.
Ile is the son of Mr. and Mrs. ganization will meet today at 12:30
Herbert S. Haight, 1135 Bromfield I p.m. in Room 118 of the Speech
PLANT LAYOUT ENGINEERS
Positions now open require technical knowledge to plan. layout
St., Hillsbrough, and is married to ƒ and Drama Building, according to
FREE DELIVERY
and cony to completion departmental troves and rearrangements.
the former Carole M. Mann of San Dorothy Hutchings, publicity chair.
Where Quality Meets Prices From Farm to You
Francisco.
DRAFTSMEN
’ man.
ELECTRICAL. Should be capable of preparing working drawings of
During the course. Ilaight at1481 Almaden Rd., San Jose
CY. 2-3346
speakers
include
Roy
Ito
.
Guest
electrical circuits and panel layouts for plant facilities.
tended more than 880 hours of speaking on "Work in a Japanese
A
special
book
cover
to
aid
in
MEIIHANICAL Should be capable of detailing working drawings
"1.=1111111111ƒ
instruction at Quantico’s 57,000- , Textile Mill"; Sooya Kim, talking
under the supervision of a design engineer.
Reserve airmen into the
acre installation. The course cov- on "Korean Marriage A Second recruiting
ARCHITECTURAL: Should be capable of detailing working drawings
New
York
Reserve
Center’s
Comered principles of command, physi- Birth"; Winston Wong, lecturing munication course has been designfrom information furnished in rough form.
PLANT LAYOUT: Should be capable of preparing plant layouts
cal training and conditioning, on "The Derivation of the Chi- ee! by Capt. Robert Coleman, Air
from information furnished in rough form.
leadership, infantry weapons, sup- nese Written Language"; and Force Reserve Officer and SJS
porting arms, communication, in- :George Okada discussing "fins- art teacher who is presently on
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS, APPLICANTS ARE
telligence, statistics, supply. Ma- ; bandAmerican, Wife Ja pa nese." I sabbatical leave.
INVITED TO CONTACT
rine Corps history and traditions.
Another meeting of ISO students
Capt. Coleman
attending Coadministration, and military law. will be held tonight at 7:30 o’clock lumbia Universityis where
he is
Dr. Clements, Placement Officer. Sc,, Jose State College for
serve Center. Ile normally per- studying for his Doctorate in Art.
oPPts.nhrents on campus March 16 1956, 9 A M to 1.30 PAIL
Tonight’s meeting will supply in While at Columbia he is doing art
includes entre, salad,
formation from today’s gathering work for the New York Air Recoffee, dessert
for those who are unable to attend. serve Center He normally poi-Discussion and voting on the con- forms his Air Force Reserve dirtie,
1465 W. San Carlos St.
Any sire or type picture will ; stitution will be held at both meet- Iat Parks Air Force Base.
be accepted, but candidates must ings.
not have any Greek affiliations. I
Diggins said. Pictures will be re- I
turned after the contest.

Bill Blum Is New
CSTA President;
Succeeds Mize

Former Students
Complete Courses

SPRING TUNE-UP
LUBRICATION

AHRENS’ SERVICE

IBM

HOUSE OF PIZZA

Supplies Deadline

PRICES YOU LIKE

ISO To Meet Twice,
Hear Guest Speakers

Art Instructor Designs
Cover for Air Force

Lou’s Village
Special Dinners
$1.50

Lyke Accepting
Doll Pictures

IBM

- - Meetings

CHANDLERS
ƒ
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LO BUE’S MARKET

n
’
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Canterbury nub will hear The
Rev, Darold- Itrumbaurn. Ph.D.,
speak on "Christianity and Great
Literature,- at its meeting Sunday at 6:30 p.m. in Trinity Episc I:
pal Youth Center.
Cbanning Club will hold a discussion on "Just How Important
is Social Life in College?" at its
meeting Sunday at 7:30 p.m in
Fireside Room of the Unitarian
Church.
Deseret Club will hold a St. Pat
ricks Day party today at 8 p.m.
at Institute, 10th and San Fernando
streets.

Pendleton
Pairables
see how Pendleton plays
the matchmaker this spring

General Education Steering Committee will meet today at 3:30 p.m.

...making smart twosomes

in lintte;mti
naon.
4n al Students organization will meet today at 12:30 p.m.
in Si) 118 Social nutting tonight
. at 7:30 p m. Check bulletin board
for place of meeting.
Pre-Medical Society

will

start everywhere with
these famous virgin wool
jackets! Choose yours in

tour

rich new Pendleton

San Jose Blood Bank tonight at
7:30 o’clock. Bank located at 440
N. It St

go-together plaids and
tartans, nowl
Woman’s 49’er jacket in
exclusive Promenade
Plaid, 17.95.
Color-coordinated
Pendleton skirt, 14.95;

-4.4 41

sweater, 9.95.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

In colorful corkette
l’crt ’n pretty ... this gn.go fiat with

flair for Spring ...in sunny melon,
pink or gold corkette, softly grained.
iringe-flapped ’n bcrapinned.
Sizes 4 to 10; AAA, AA. B. $699

French Fries - Roll - Honey

1

Pendleton custom nann( I

Salad

slacks.

Only $1.35
for

HOME SERVICE
Phone CY 5-1186
or come to the

CHINESE KITCHEN
Mail Otelrsl Please add 250-Ackinconal Poor Office Chirp-s ea COD’.

Man’s Tooter jacket in
identical plaid, 17.50.

FRIED CHICKEN

998 North 4th
Next to Dick’s Super Market

RAPPORT’S

241 S. 1st

CY 2-4014

